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- half the knife angle 
= the angle between the edge of the  microtome knife and the  direction of 
movement 
= the  angle between the  fibre orientation of the sample and the direction of 
- 
movement of the  microtome linife 
= Coefficient of friction 
= width (cm) 
= volume weight (grams/cm3) = specific gravity 
= thicliness of linife (cm) 
= moisture quotient (x) 
= modulus of elasticity (kp/cn12) 
= modulus of elasticity perpendicular to  the  grain 
= modulus of elasticity, along the  grain 
= modulus of elasticity, tangential 
= modulus of elasticity, radial 
= friction force (kplcm) 
= force perpendicular to  direction of movement (lrp/cm) 
= force parallel to the direction of movement (kp/cm) 
= wedging force (kp/cm) 
= normal force (lip/cm) 
= specific wedging force (lip/cmZ) 
= pressure in the  direction of fibres on the  edge of the knife (kp/cm2) 
= compressive strength (across the grain) of the wood (lip/cm2) 
= specific friction force (kp/cm2) 
= pressure in the  direction of fibres on the surface of the  knife (kp/cm2) 
= 1 000 kp = 2,200 lbs. 
= 5.6 lbs per inch 
= 14.2 psi 
1. Introduction 
Cross-cutting of wood by shearing is already used in some mood 
harvesting machines developed recently, i.e. the Busch Combine (Fig. 
I ) ,  Spruce Harvester (Fig. 2 ) ;  and the LRA Processor. These cross- 
cut roundwood, either in  felling trees or i n  bucking them into short- 
wood lengths. The shear is used to provide a fast and reliable action in 
felling, and sometimes to act as a wedge and thus to control the 
direction of felling. It is used to increase the rate of buclting work. 
Fig. 1 Busch Combine: The Shearing Device 
The shear designs on these inachines have been judged not to be the 
best possible, the damage they cause being too great to be tolerated by 
Swedish foresters. This investigation was therefore begun with the 
intention of giving more Itnowledge about forces, damage and other 
cutting variables involved in shearing. 
Originally, the author hoped to derive clear formulae for the relation 
between different variables, but it was very difficult to measure and 
to express these variables numerically. Thus the investig a t' ion was 
confined to explaining what happens in  the wood during cross-cutting 
by shearing and to discovering some fundamental relations. 
Fig. 2 Spruce Harvester: The shearing & Deli~nbing Device 
2. Equipment and procedure 
The tests were carried out on five different occasions. The first, 
in hlarch 1963, used a general purpose testing machine, a knife-holder 
and knives, and was intended to give a general idea of the forces 
involved. 
Knife I 2 3 
5 6 
Scale - 1.6:l 
Fig. 3 The final configuration of the  knife edges 
A machine was then built to ni thstand the forces as  estimated 
from this first test, and is best described by Figure 4. 
The main tests were carried out in Sovernber 1963, at  about O°C, 
with linives like these in Fig. 3, all knives being 100 inm wide. All tests 
were on square logs, with one knife against an a n ~ i l  75 rnrn ( 3  inches) 
wide. Only spruce were cut and all the cuts were at right angles to the 
grain. The logs were cut the same week they were felled and the same 
day they were squared. The dimensions ranged from seven to 18 cm 
wide and from seven to 14 cin high, and the cutting speed from five to 
Fig. 4 >)The Giljotino 
20 cm/second. The recorder used produced recordings of the same 
type as those in Fig. 10. 
On 13 hlarch, 1964 a tree was brought in  to the Forest Products 
Research Institute and cut into pieces within six hours of felling. The 
wood temperature was - 5°C to - 10°C (15 to 25°F) after a night 
temperature of minimum - 10.4"C (12°F). Some of the pieces were put 
into a freezing box for one or two days and the others were stored 
indoors for one day, until temperatures of - 17°C and + 17°C 
respectively (+ 1°F and + 63°F) were reached. To keep them fresh 
they were wrapped in plastic until they were cut. One log was 
ripsawed into two square pieces about 6 x 6 cm and one piece 10 x 18 
cm:  the two small pieces were used in  tests of radial and tangential 
cross-cutting. 
Fig. 5 The friction test equipment 
On 24 March, 1964 a tree was brought in the same way and at 
about the same temperature. It was used primarily for friction studies 
with a testing apparatus like that in Fig. 5 .  The log was first cut, an 
axial pressure was applied and then the rest of the knife was forced 
through the wood. The knife was 18 inches long and 318 inch thick and 
passed through a slot in the anvil. The cutting angle was 4 5 O  and the 
knife six inches wide. The sides of the knife were ground before 
hardening and tempering. The wood pieces were about 70 cm (28 
inches) long before and 35 cm long after the cut. 
3. Primary results 
3.1. Influence of the Knife 
The forces required are related to each other in the following way 
(knife 2 = 100) : 
Knife nu~nbe r  1 2 3 4 5 6 
Relative force rcq'd 130 100 125 122 160 115 
Cutting angle 15 45 3 0 4 5 60 45/30 
Thicltncss 10 5 10/5 1015 1015 914 
The knives resembled those in  Fig. 3. 
The speed did not seem to have a significant influence on the force 
required. 
3.2. Influence of the Wood 
1. The width of the wood influenced the forces directly, as  all cuts 
were made on square logs. To compare different cuts with each other, 
the forces were divided by the width of cut to form a unit "kplcm". 
2. Length of cut also influenced forces owing to friction. This will 
be analysed later. 
3.  Knots increased the force required by up to 50 per cent. 
4. The specific gravity had an  influence, but the investigation was 
not large enough to give any definite relations. The increase in  force 
required may be only a few per cent for every change of one per cent 
in the S.G. 
5 .  The moisture content was about the same in all round logs, 
because all were from the same stand and syere freshly cut. The only 
major difference, therefore, was that between heartwood and sapwood, 
the heartwood having about 30 per cent RIC and the s a p ~ m o d  about 
100 per cent hIC. They differed in their force requirements mainly 
mhen they \yere frozen. Under \\-arm conditions the sapwood required 
about 15 per cent greater force than the heartwood, which may 
depend on the greater number of annual rings per centinletre in the 
sapwood than in the heartwood. 
6. The influence of temperature was in~est igated for three different 
temperatures: frozen mood (about - 17"C) ,  fresh wood (about - 5°C)  
13 
and warm wood (about f 17°C) .  The results are shown in the 
following table : 
Heartwood a t  -17'C required about 20  per cent greater force than a t  +17"C 
I ) - - j ° C  )) 1 5  n , 1) 1) 1) H B 
Sapwood 0 -17°C s x 5 0 a  o I n 1) 1) a 
1) -5OC D 1) 2 0  1) * 1, B i) i, 1) 
7. Tangential cutting (cutting direction parallel to the annual 
rings) required 20 to 30 per cent greater force than radial cutting 
(cutting direction perpendicular to the annual rings). 
3.3. The Friction Coefficient 
The following table shows variations in the friction coefficient: 
+ - warm wood H - a cutting speed of 20 cn~lsec. 
- frozen wood L - 7 cinisec. 
F - fresh wood 
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A I T  
B I T  
A I R  
B I R  
1 0 x 1 4  bo t h  
l o x  1 0  holh 
1 0 x 1 0  more sap\rood 
7 x 7  most sapwood 
7 x 7  Heartwood 
Kadial 
Every figure represents one attempt. Samples containing knots are 
s h o ~ ~ n  in  parentheses. The figures are obtained by dividing the cutting 
force by twice the axial load. 
4. Analysis of the results 
4.1. Theory 
The cutting force ~ v a s  assurned to consist of three parts: edge 
force-caused by the edges not being ideally sharp; wedging force- 
caused by increasing knife thickness, and frictional force-caused by 
friction betneen the nood and the sides of the knife (friction on the 
edge part of the lmife is included in  the wedging force). This 
assumption n a s  later revised slightly. 
4.1.1. Edge  Force 
This is caused by the fibres' bending away before being cut through, 
which requires force both for bending and stretching. McKenzie (1961) 
has presented a hypothesis to explain what happens when the edge 
goes into the ~vood perpendicular to the grain, based on a n  incision 
stage as sho~vn in Fig. 6 and has calculated the forces to a few kplcm 
for the bending action alone. The stretching action can be calculated 
not to exceed 4 kpicin. Samset (1962) gives some figures for the shear 
of the Eusch Combine, in  which the cutting force is given as 65 h lP  
on a 19 inch tree, 95 per cent of this force being friction. Thus the edge 
forces nil1 be about 70 kplcnl. Hartler (1963 a )  measured thc total 
cutting force used vliile chipping and gives a figure of ca. 20 kplcin. 
To find what is true we shall further examine hIcKenzie's hypothesis 
in Chapter 6. 
4.1.2. T h e  TTTedging Force 
The pressure on three different knives is assuiiled to be as  that 
slio~vn i11 Fig. 7 .  Whether the pressure on the edge part of the straight 
knife is the same as the pressure on the sides of the knife is no1 clear, 
but these are denoted Q slid Z respectively. The influence from Q on the 
edge can be ohtailled fro111 Fig. 8, which gives a value of: 
P is the specific vedging force in kp/c in~ surface of the edge, i.e. 
if the ~v id th  of the wood is b cm and the edge part of the knife is a cnl 
Fig. 6 The initial penetrating stage according to  McIienzie (1961) 
Pressure in 
direction of the  f ibres 
Fig. 7 Assumed distribution of pressure along the knives 
long (t/2a -- tg a )  where f is the thickness of the linife, so 2a x b is the 
surface of the edge (both sides of the knife).  To obtain the total 
wedging force K in liplcm the following formula mag be used: 
I< = Q t  (1 + p,Q a )  
Compared lo the measured forces (sho\vn in  the table on p. 4 ) ,  the 
formula shows that this way of looliing at  the forces does not explain 
everything. The forces increase with the cutting angle. A better 
explanation is discussed in Chapter 6. 
Fig. 8 Calculation of tile xedging  force 
4.1 2. l'hc Frictional Force 
This is described by the fornlula: 
derived in tlic same way as P, \\here U is the specific frictional force 
in  lip/crnz of the sides of the knife, Z is the pressure on the sides of the 
linife, p is the friction coefficient and a is the relief angle (the same on 
both sides of the knife).  For a straight knife, 
CT = 2 2  u 
In cutting square logs, the force diagram under these assumptions 
may looli like Fig. 9 as the linife proceeds through the wood. However, 
the changes between the different parts of the curve may looli different. 
The three knives are the same as in Fig. 7 .  
4.2. Analysis of the received curves 
Some of the force-time diagrams from experimental data have been 
brought together in  Fig. 10. The main difference apparents relative to 
the theoretical curves, is the decrease of the force at  the end of the cut. 
This is because the anvil was narrow and permitted the wood to bend 
away under the wedging action of the knife. 
These force-time diagrams have been studied to obtain the assumed 
three parts: The edge force, the wedging force and the frictional force. 
1. The edge force must be a part of the first sharp increase in the 
Ground-ou t  knife 
Fr ic t iona l  p o r t i o n  
Fig. 9 Hypothetical shearing force diagram 
cutting force, or must represent the increase itself. The actual value of 
this can only be guessed at, but it  seems to be between 30 and 80 kp/cn~,  
the larger ~ a l u e s  being for radial cutting and the smaller for tangential. 
4 s  the edge force cannot be so large, these values must contain soine- 
thing more than the edge force. 
2. The slope of the curve for the point at which the edge part of the 
knife starts to penetrate the wood represents the specific \\edging force 
P. This has been difficult to measure, first, because of variations in 
cutting speed, which make it  hard to ascertain the speed at the point 
of nleasureinent, and vhich causes the graphed line to be curved instead 
of straight, and secondly, because of the difference between radial and 
tangential cutting. At the beginning of a cut in a square log, the 
cutting direction is more or less radial, while at maximum force it is 
mainly tangential. The slope is measured at the beginning of the cut, 
and thus special arrangements have to be made for estimating the 
tangential specific wedging force. The following results were obtained 
by measuring the slope : 
( a )  Increasing knife thickness seems to give increasing specific 
medging force, although the knife thickness should h a ~ e  no influence 
in this case. The slope was difficult to measure on the thin knife, 
which may explain the slight difference. 
4 
Timo 
Fig. 10 A few obtained sheari~lg force diagrams 
(b)  The influence of the cutting angle was studied carefully, and it 
has been proved that the theoretical formula does not explain the 
situation satisfactorily. The compression strength of the wood is in the 
fibre direction in warm wood 200 to 250 kplcmz, but values on P of 
100-150 kplcm? g i ~ e s  values on Q of about 100 kplcmz. Q ought to be 
about the same as the coinpression strength, so the theory has to be 
modified. 
The specific wedging force mas 20-30 per cent higher for a 60" 
than for a 45" cutting angle. For a 45", as  compared with a 30" cutting 
angle, thc specific wedging force is equally high. This shows that the 
cutting angle has an  influence on the total cutting force, not only 
through the wedging force but also in another way because with these 
differences in  specific wedging force P, the wedging force K will be 
at  its s~nallest when the cutting angle is largest. (K = Pt12 tg a )  
(c)  At a cutting angle of 45", the wedging force mas about 10 per cent 
higher at  a cutting speed of 20 cm/sec. than at one of 7 cmisec. for 
both war111 and frozen wood. 
(d )  Tangential cutting showed a wedging force of 20-30 per cent 
more than radial cutting. 
(e)  The influence of RIG and temperature. Frozen sapwood showed 
a more than double wedging force as  compared with that  of frozen 
heartwood. M'ith a 45" cutting angle, the specific wedging force in  
frozen heartwood never exceeded 1.30 kp/cmz while up to 350 lipicm2 
was recorded for frozen sapmood. Frozen heartwood showed only 
about 10 per cent more specific wedging force than warn1 heartwood. 
3. The slope of the curve in  the latter stages of penetration of the 
knife into the wood represents the specific friction force U,  and some 
other factors. During penetration toxards  the centre of the log, the 
cutting direction changes from radial to tangential, causing a n  increase 
in  both wedging and frictional forces. In the case of pieces where 
cutting was almost tangential, the specific frictional force seems to 
be about 20 kp/cin? for warm wood and 15 kpicm2, on the average, 
for frozen wood. The latter figure may change with changes in the 
heartwood content of the wood. Thus the pressure on the sides of the 
knife seems to he about 50 kp1cin2 for both frozen and warm wood. 
5. The investigation of damage 
5.1. Choice of method 
In a n  inquiry, Hartler indicated the following four ways of studying 
crush damage. 
1. Polarised light on microtome-sliced wood. 
2. Staining of mm-thick disk. 
3. Treatment with acid followed by measureinents of the brittleness, 
of the wood; e.g. by means of compressed air. 
4. Pulping, paper preparation, and test of paper strength. 
Hartler used methods (1) and (4) himself (Bausch & Hartler, 1960), 
(Hartler, 1963b). Method ( 2 )  appeared at  first very suitable for this 
investigation. It  had not, however, been tested enough and therefore 
method (1) mas chosen. Method (3)  was even less tested and was 
therefore never considered. Method (4)  gives no indication about 
what happens in the wood and is, moreover, very elaborate. 
All three methods are based on the fact that  crushed fibres are 
more readily penetrated by certain kinds of liquid, causing increased 
staining, increased brittleness by the acid, and increased effect of the 
(pulping) liquid in reducing the strength of the fibres. 
Thns method (1) was finally chosen. The nlicroscopic examination 
made it possible to study cracks (splits) and other damage in excess of 
the crushing damage. 
5.2. Procedure 
The method was tried in autumn 1963 on wood sheared in the spring. 
Two samples were chosen and from these one centinletre thick disks 
xe re  sawn parallel to  the sheared surface. The disk closest to the 
sheared surface almost fell apart;  the tests were therefore made on the 
second disk. From this disk 1 x 1 cm test samples, with one side in the 
radial direction, were cut with a sharp knife. The samples were then 
sliced in a saturated condition into from ten to 20 p thick radial slices 
with a microtome. The slices were then filled with water and put on a 
test glass. Sometimes the water was replaced by glycerin before the 
Fig. 11 Samples for microtome cutting 
cover glass was put in place. The slices then became semi-permanent. 
The specimens were then studied under a microscope with polarised 
light, which showed the "slip lines" as light (in some cases, dark) 
oblique lines across the secondary walls. 
According to Kisser and Steininger (1952), "slip lines" are dis- 
placements in the secondary walls. These occur at approximately half 
the breaking load. These displacements are, according to Frey-Wyssling 
(1959), sudden changes in the direction of the micro-fibrils which 
causes a loosening of the fibres. This makes it easier for liquids to 
penetrate. The change in the direction of the micro-fibrils changes the 
polarisation of the light, thus causing the light (dark) lines. 
Figure 11 shows a disk and the place from which the test samples 
mere cut. Samples 1, 2 and 3 displayed similar and the most penetrating 
damage. Samples G and 7 showed damage of about the same depth, but 
these samples were studied primarily for the sake of checking, since 
such shearing did not occur when two knives were used against each 
other. Samples 4 and 5 showed short but intensive damage, while 
sample 8 was more like sainple 1. During the investigation, samples 
were therefore taken from the same place as 1 and 5 .  The distance 
from the centre was varied so that samples were obtained from both 
heartwood and sapwood. 
5.3. The problem of the slip lines 
In some cases "compression damage" was found in unsheared wood 
and thus was present in the wood before it arrived at the Wood 
Research Institute. The damage may have been caused by a storm or 
during the felling. Such damage was found scattered in the wood and 
made the analysis of shearing damage difficult. 
Fig. 12 shows the most typical damage from radial shearing 
(obtained from sainple from location 1, fig. 11). The damage comprises 
a n  annual ring separated from its neighbouring rings by cracks. It 
shows how the slip lines begin to occur up in the summer wood and 
increase in number towards and in the spring wood. Thus the ring 
has acted like a deflected bea~n.  This strongly supports RIcI<eazie's 
hypotheses (McKenzie 1961), which will be discussed further in 
Chapter 6. Thus deflection damage occurs when the shear forces are 
exerted perpendicular to the grain and compression damage when 
they are absorbed parallel to the grain. Here the nlicroscopic 
compression damage m ~ l s t  not be confused with the n~acroscopic crush 
damage. 
The deflection damage is relatively easy to distinguish from other 
dainage, as it is surrounded by cracks and has a characterisltic 
apperance. Where it occurs, mainly in warm wood, a distinct end of the 
damage can be noticed. This is because once the "beam" has deflected, 
no more compression dainage can extend further into the wood. In 
frozen wood the cracks can penetrate farther into the wood than 
the deflection damage and there also compression damage can occur 
farther in the wood. Here the difficulty arises of distinguishing between 
damage existing before and that created during shearing. Especially 
in frozen sapwood, the development of the damage does not alw-ays 
follow that of a "deflecting beam" but that of a "bucltling buttress"; 
thus the compression dainage plays an important and uncertain part. 
Therefore attempts have been made in the analysis of the damage 
to find a definite and comparable limit beyond which the damage, if 
it exists, could be considered negligible. 
Fig. 12 Bending damage during radial cutting 
5.4. Results 
The series froin Xovernber 1963 of the damage investigation gave 
the following result, shown briefly as  follows: 
Number of Knife 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Extent of Damage (mm) 30-40 13-18 12-15 30-40 50 15-16 
Cutting Angleo 45 45 30 45 60 45/30 
Thickness (mm) 10  5 1015 1015 1015 914 
As may be seen, linives 2, 3 and 6 caused very similar damage and 
the extent of the damage showed relatively little spread.k 
Differences in the wood might hare influenced the results. There- 
fore it is difficult to say that one knife is better than another. The 
linives 2, 3 and 6 can therefore be considered equal. 
The knife angle which influenced the forces only to a small extent 
appeared to influence the damage greatly. Thus a change from 45" to 
30" of the linife angle reduces the damage by the same amount as  a 
reduction in thickness from 10 to 5 mm. 
The fact that knife number 6 caused such small damage indicates 
that it is not the edge angle but the wedge angle which is of importance 
here. As a linife with a 30" edge angle may be too weak for the 
application, it is possible to obtain the saine result, as  far as  damage 
goes, by using a double slope with 45" edge angle and 30" wedge angle. 
Frozen wood gave a more heterogeneous picture than warn1 wood. 
The type of damage in  heartwood did not change much with 
temperature, but the developnlent of cracks was often more extensive. 
Frozen sapwood often displayed damage different from that of warm 
sapwood. The free water in the cells gives the wood completely different 
compression strength characteristics when frozen (Thunell, 1964b). 
The compression strength perpendicular to the grain, especially, must 
change drastically when the cell lumina are completely or partly filled 
with ice. This means that frozen wood does not deflect as  readily as  
TT-arm wood and so damage of other types occurs. Cracks may occur 
in the springwood instead of between the spring and summer wood. As 
mentioned before, the type of damage might be that of a "buckling 
buttress" instead of a "deflecting beam". Because of this, compression 
and crushing damage often occur instead of deflection damage, which 
malies the damage difficult to analyse. 
The smaller special samples that were used to separate tangential 
* The relative dispersion for knife 2 appears to be greater than tha t  for the  other linives, 
hecause the table s l ~ o ~ v s  the complete range of measurements. Knife 2 was also used more 
than the others and in many different cases. Within the saine tree, however, knife 2 
shoved less dispersion than most of the  other knives. 
from radial shearing showed, as a rule, rnore damage than those that  
included the complete annual rings. This might indicate less damage 
to round wood than to squared wood, especially a s  far as  cracks are 
concerned. 
During tangential shearing, the same kind of damage occurred a s  
during radial cutting, although the location of the cracks was not 
governed by the same natural circumstances as  before. However, they 
seemed to occur at an interval approximately equal to the width of the 
annual ring, even in tangential shearing. The slip line damage seemed 
to be shorter and rnore concentrated, but the cracks appeared to be of 
the same degree of severity as  those after radial cutting. 
6. Comparisons with other results 
6.1. Mc Kenzie 
I t  i s  interesting t o  compare ?tlcKenzie's hypotheses and formulae 
for  t h i s  very  special k ind o f  shearing. T h e  comparison i s  perhaps 
slightly illegitimate, partly because th i s  d i f f e r e n t  k ind  o f  shearing 
necessitates a modi f icat ion o f  hypotheses and formulae and partly 
because t h i s  modi f icat ion i s  somewhat  arbitrary, because knowledge 
about n h a t  happens  during shearing i s  rather l imited.  However, t h e  
comparison i s  w o r t h  mak ing  as it has  m u c h  t o  contribute t o  t h e  
understanding o f  t h e  mechanics o f  shearing. 
' h e  basis for  comparison i s  hIcKenzie's " B e a m  3". Fig. 13: In  t h e  
situation in question,  w e  ha\e t h e  case i n  Fig. 14. PI i s  t h e  edge or 
cutt ing force unti l  t h e  b e a m  i s  cut  completely.  T h e n  it becomes a 
wedging force l ike  P,,, PI,, . . . and PA.  T h e  total force t h u s  becomes 
PI  $. PI ,  + . . . + P,. T h e  distance f r o m  t h c  l ine o f  s y m m e t r y  t o  t h e  
point o f  action o f  t h e  force can  be  said t o  b e :  
0 for  PI  
h X t a n  a12 for  PI1 
h X 3 t a n  a12 for  P I I I  
h X (2A7-3) t a n  a12 for  Ph 
T h i s  distance m u s t  be  snlaller t h a n  t l2 .  T h e r e f o r e :  
A'5 1.5 + t12h t a n  a 
According t o  Hetenyi,  t h e  bending m o m e n t  (M) in a b e a m  o n  elastic 
foundat ion w i t h  t h e  load concentrated o n  a free end and wi thout  
axial forces, i s  as fo l lows:  
PI = - P x e-"" sin 3,211. 
where A = 
Here t h e  approximation for th i s  case o f  loading appears, since 
m u s t  overcome t h e  axial forces i n  t h e  particular b e a m  it i s  acting 
before  the  shearing i s  completed.  However, it w a s  shown earlier tha t  
these axial forces haye such  a small in f luence  that t h e y  can hardly  
;" 3lcIicnzie refers to  the  following two sources for his formulae for a hencling heam. 
H e t e n ~ i ,  1946: Beams on Elastic Foundation, Ann Arbor, Mich. Biot, 1937: Bending 
of an Infinite Beam on an Elastic Foundation. 
- --- 
Maximum bending m o m e n t  
Fig. 13 hIcI<enzie's figure for bending beams (3IcKenzie 1961) 
effect estimates made when using the above formula. Biot expressed 
k for a squared beam: 
here 
Fig. 14 The beam moclel during shearing 
At maximum bending moment the derivative of ,13 with regards to 
x shall be zero. This gives tan X ,r =I. The distance "a" from the point 
of action of the force to the nlasimuin bending moment ("y" in  Fig. 
13) is therefore: a = i;/4,\. If X is substitued: a = 2.66 hi - (T3 
Therefore : 
MMaz. = (-P/j.)(e-il/4) sin n/4 
As o = M / W ,  we get  
In this formula a certain relationship between E' and E and the 
nlodulus of elasticity of the wood perpendicular to and along the grain, 
respectively, exists. hlcIienzie considered E = EL and found through 
conlparisons E' = 3.92 E,. The latter value seems large and might vary 
with the direction of cut, but in the absence of a better value it must be 
used here. That the different directions of cut are not separated or 
defined in  JIcKenzieYs work seems to be a serious deficiency. Judging 
from a figure in his work, he seems to be working midway between 
radial and tangential cutting. 
Only the first beam can be treated like a beam on an elastic 
foundation. For the other beams other assumptions have to be made. 
These have been treated here as ordinary cantilevered beams with the 
free length equal to the distance to the maximum bending moment 
for the first beam. The investigation of damage showed that the 
deflection damage was spaced at regular intervals within the beam. 
This distance may be the same as the distance between the points of 
action of the forces in Fig. 14. The moment arm will then be the same 
for all the forces. = a. 
llf = P x a, M = u x W gives 
The different forces are then: 
PI = A10274 
PI,  = Al2.66 
PI,, = AI2.66 
The investigation of damage showed (Fig. 12) that only the upper 
fibres of a ring were free from compression damage after radial 
shearing. From this can be concluded that the distribution of pressure 
in the beam during plastic deformation occurring during shearing 
is approximately as shown in Fig. 15. Suppose the ideal case in Fig. 16 
to be true. Then the resisting moment will be (bh2)/2. The total wedg- 
ing force and edge force would then be: 
To allow a computation of P during tangential and radial shearing 
E, E' and a,,, must be known for these conditions. 4 s  mentioned 
Fig. 15 Distribution of pressure in a plasticized annual ring 
Fig. 16 Ideal plasticity in an  annual ring 
above, E = E L  and E' = 3.92 Ev. a, is the maximum compression 
stress the wood can stand. This value is different for tangential and 
radial shearing respectively, as during radial shearing the springwood 
will be most compressed, while during tangential shearing the whole 
ring will be equally compressed. 
With ET = 2,000, EE = 3,000 and EL = 90,000 kpicmz we obtain: 
(for tangential shearing) 
(E'/E)1/3 = (3.92 ET/EL)1/3 = (0.087)1/3 = 0.443 
In the same way for radial shearing: 
(E'/E)1/3 = (3.92 E,IE1,)113 = (0.131)1/3 = 0.507 
To allow a con~parison with the investigation of damage it might be 
desirable to find "a" the distance to the maximum bending moment. 
a = 2.66 h!(E'IE)l/3 
In radial shearing EfiE)l/" 0.507 according to the above. Then 
for a width of an  annual ring of 2 mm, "a" = 2 x 2.6610.507 = 10.5 
mm. This value coincides roughly mith the concentration of slip lines 
that can be thought to represent the maximum bending moment. 
The factor U ,~~ , , (E ' /E)~ /~  I is therefore at tangential shearing = 89 
(a,,, = 200 kpicn12) and at radial shearing = 7 1  (a,,,, = 140 kp/cm2). 
Calculated per centimeter of the length of the edge, b = 1 cm. 
Sow one can calculate the values of Kt,, for any linife, i.e. Knife 2: 
t = 5 nnn, a = 22.5", tan  CY = 0.414. Assume the width of an  annual ring 
Iz = 2 mm. 
AT 5 1.5 + 511.65 = 4.81 A'= 4 
Therefore, for tangential shearing with knife 2: 
Kt,, = 0.2 x 89(110.274 + 312.66) = 85 kplcm. 
Similarly for radial shearing with linife 2 :  
Kt,, = 0.2 x 71 x 4.78 = 68 lip/cm. 
The calculations explain what was discussed about actual cutting 
force in Chapter 4. Apparently, this is the part of the cutting force due 
to the elastic foundation, vhi le  what was discussed as wedging force is 
the addition caused by the pressure distribution in  the beams 
themselves. This explains the differences in cutting forces pointed out 
by Iiivimaa (1952) and Hartler (1963a) on the one hand, and those 
measured on the Busch Combine (Samset 1962) and by the author, on 
the other. The "cutting force" measured by the author should therefore 
be called "base force" instead. This base force probably explains the 
discrepancy between the measured wedging force and the measured 
total cutting force. For it seems very probable that a larger edge angle 
would cause a wider foundation from the underlying vood and 
thereby a larger base force. Unfortunately, the investigation did not 
pro1 ide data possible to ailalyse from this point of view. Therefore, the 
base force is still an unsolved problem. From the previous discussion 
it is, howe~er ,  possible to conclude that the actual cutting force is so 




The investigation was carried out on squared fresh spruce and 
v i t h  a knife against a static anvil. The edge and the anvil were 
parallel to each other and perpendicular to the direction of cut. The 
tliicliness of the knives was 5-10 mm, the edge angles were 30'-60' 
and  the cutting speed 4-22 cm/sec. The width of the wood was 6-20 
cm and the height 6-16 cm. The width of the anvil was 7.5 cm. All 
shearing was perpendicular to the grain. 
The above-mentioned conditions do not entirely correspond to those 
wliich might occur in practice. The investigation was therefore 
limited to include trends and magnitudes within certain ranges 
influencing cutting forces and damage. The major objective of the 
investigation was thus to acquire further knowledge of what happens 
i n  the wood frorn this new application of shearing. 
7.2. Results 
The values given below should be regarded as rough guides extracted 
from the results. Discussion and limitations appear throughout the 
body of the public a t '  ion. 
7.2.1. T h e  base force 
The base force is believed to be of the order of magnitude 50 
kp/cm of the length of the edge. The sharpness of the edge is 
probably of less importance. 
7 .2 .2 .  T h e  specific wedging force 
For warm ~ o o d  this is of the magnitude of 100 kp/cmz of projected 
surface of tlie edger: at  an  edge angle of 30°, 125 kp/cm2 at  a n  edge 
angle of 45" and 160 kpIcn12 at  an  edge angle of 60". This gives 
wedging forces of 95, 75 and 70 lip/cm respectively for 5 mm thick 
knives. The low value for the 60' angle is insufficiently ~ e r i f i e d  and is 
* The projection is on a plane parallel to  the plane of cut so t ha l  the projected surface 
of the  edge = the  surface of the edge times cos a. 
contradicted by its high value for the total shearing force. For frozen 
v,7ood the variations are larger, depending on the amount of heartwood, 
but the wedging force is then about twice as  large as  that for warm 
wood. 
/ 
7.2.3.  T h e  specific frictional force 
This is of the magnitude 20 kplcmz of the surface on the linife 
for warm wood and 15 kplcin2 for frozen wood, when the pressure on 
both sides is approximately 50 kplcm*. Thus for a 5 cm active width 
of the knives the frictional force is of the magnitude 100 kplcm for 
warm wood and 75 kplcm for frozen wood. 
The total shearing force for a 10 m m  thick knife was approximately 
50 per cent larger than that for a 5 m m  thick linife. This was probably 
due to the doubling of the wedging force caused by the doubling 
of the surface of the edge. The total shearing force for a 60" edge angle 
was approximately 30 per cent larger than those for 45" and 30" edge 
angles. 
7.2.4.. Knots  
These increased the shearing force up  to 50 per cent. 
7 2 . 5 .  Damage 
A 10 mm thick knife with an  edge angle of 45" caused damage of 
about 30 lnm on warm wood. A 50 per cent reduction of the thickness 
of the linife resulted in a 50 per cent reduction of damage. A reduction 
of the edge angle to 30° had the same effect. An increase in the edge 
angle to 60° caused a doubling of the damage. The wedge angle seems 
to have a greater influence on damage than has the edge angle. 
Frozen wood split more. The splits extended approximately 50 
per cent further in  the frozen wood than in  the warm wood. 
7.2.6.  W h a t  happens  to  the  wood? 
Usually, splits occur parallel to the grain in  front of the edge. In 
this way they occur periodically and form "beams". In radial shearing 
the splits occur at  the abrupt transition between the spring wood and 
the summer wood of adjacent annual rings. In tangential shearing splits 
occur and "beams" of about the same height as  the width of the annual 
rings are formed. These beams are bent by the edge of the knife. The 
resistance they cause originates partly from the pressure distribution 
in the beam itself and partly from the foundation formed by the under- 
lying wood. 
In radial shearing (similar for tangential shearing) each annual 
ring thus behaves like a beam on a n  elastic foundation. It should there- 
fore be possible to calculate the resistance using formulae from 
mechanics of materials. This has been tried by the author. Such 
calculations must, however, be very rough approximations. This is 
partly because of the limited knowledge of all strength characteristics 
of wood and partly because of the decreasing accuracy of the formulae 
when the deformations are as  large as  those in this case. 
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Sammanfattning 
Krafter och skador vid hydraulisk tradklippning 
Cndersokningen har  utfiirts p h  fyrkantsggat, fiirskt granvirke och ined en 
liniv mot ett fast moth5ll. Eggen och moth5llet har  w r i t  parallella, vinliel- 
riita mot skarningsriktningen. Knivtjocklekarna liar w r i t  5 till 10 mm, egg- 
vinklarna 30° till G O 0  och skiirhastigheten 4 till 22 cm/sek. Virkesbredden 
har  varit G till 20 c n ~ ,  virkeshojclen G till 16 cnl och inotl18llsbredden 7,s em. 
All sliiirning ha r  sliett vinkelriitt niot fiberrilitningen. 
Ovanst2ende sk2rforhAllanderi riiotsvaras inte lielt av den1 soin kan 
tiinkas uppst5 i pralitiken, varfor undersokningen begriinsats till att onifatta 
tendenser och storlelisordningar av vissa inflgtanden p5 skiirkrafter och 
sliador och huv~~dsakl igen inriktats p:~ att ge okad kunskap 0111 vad som 
hiinder i trBet vid detta nya siitt att skara. 
2.  Xcsu l t a t  
Keclan angivna varden ltan anses soin grova r ik t~i i rden llRmtade u r  
resultaten. Diskussion och begriinsningar framg5r av arbetet soin helliet. 
Xrafter.  Buskrafteiz iir troligen av storleksordningen 50 lip/c111 egglangd. 
Eggskiirpan torde spela minclre roll. 
Spec.  Izilkrafteiz Br vid varint virke av storleksordningen 100 lip/cm2 proji- 
cerad eggyta vicl 30° eggvinkel, 125 l i p / c m ~ ~ i d  45O eggvinltel och 160 kp:cm2 
r id  G O o  eggvinke1.r Detta innebiir vid 5 111111 tjocka knivar killirafter 115 95, 75 
resp. 70 kp/cm. Den lSga siffran for 60"-vinlieln $1- d5ligt verifierad och inot- 
sages av GO0-vinkelns hoga totala skiirkraft. Yid fruset virlie Sr variationer- 
ria storre beroende p5 kiirnhalten, men kilkraften iir d5 ungefiir dubbelt s5 
stor som vid varnit virke. 
Spec.  friktionsltrafte~z a r  a r  storleksordningen 20 lip,'cln? knivgta vid 
\rarmt virke ocli 15  kp/cm? vid fruset virke. Friktionskoefficienten a r  diirvid 
ca 0,20 p5 varint och 0,15 p2 fruset virke ocll trycket p 5  b5da ltnivsidorna ca 
50 kpicm2. Vid 5 cili verlrningsbredd p2 knivarna blir allts2 frilitionskraften 
av storlelisordningen 100 kp/cin vicl varmt virke och 75 kplcin vid fruset 
virlie. 
Totala skiirkrafteil vid 10 ill111 tjock kniv liar w r i t  ca 50 55 storre Bn den 
r i d  5 illin tjock kniv. Troligen beror detta 115 den forclubbling av lrilkraften, 
som logiskt foljer nled en fordubhling av cggytan. Totala skiirkraften vid 
G O C  eggvinkel ha r  varit ca 30 74 storre :in den vid 45O och 30". 
Ziuisfur iikar skiirkraften ined upp till 50 7;. 
Slindor. En 10 111111 tjoclc kni r  mcd 4 5 O  eggvinliel orsakar sliador av stor- 
* Projektioncn tiinkes utfBrtl p R  et l  p lan  parallcllt med  sni t lplanel ,  s5 at1 den proji- 
cerade cggytan = c g g y t m  g h g c r  cos x .  
leksordningen 30 min pa  varmt r irke.  Halvering av knivtjockleken medfor 
halvering av skadorna, liksom 81-en en minskning av eggvinkeln till 30". ~ k -  
ning av eggvinkeln till 60" medfor fordubbling av skadorna. Kilvinkeln 
tycks vara inera bestiimmande fijr skadorna Hn eggvinkeln. 
Fruset virlre spricker nagot inera -- sprickorna g5r ca 50 5% liingre in i 
virket Kn de gar vid varmt virke. 
T7ad hunder i virket? - Det vanligaste Br att virket spricker langs fibrerna 
framfor eggen och p% s i  s i l t  skiktar up11 sig i balkar. Vid radiell skiir- 
ning sker sprickbildningen i den tvara orergangen niellan var- och host- 
ved, sett i skarningsriktningen mot centrum av virket. Vid tangentiell 
skiirning bildas ocks3 balkar av ungefiir samma hojd som irsringsbredden. 
Dessa balkar bojs ut av kniveggen, och det m o t s t h d  de diirvid ger upphov 
till bildas dels av tryckfordelningen i sjalva balken, dels av det stod det 
underliggande virket ger. Parje h r i n g  beter sig alltsil vid radiell sliar- 
ning (motsvarande galler aven vid tangentiell) so111 en balk p5  elastiskt un- 
derlag, och dess m o t s t h d  mot utbojningen borde alltsB kunna beraknas 
nled formler fr&n hilllfasthetsliiran. Forf. ha r  forsokt giira detta, men sgdana 
utrakningar iliBste bli mycltet approximativa, ty dels vet man for litet om 
traets alla hillfasthetsegenskaper, dels blir alla formler rnycket approxi- 
mativa nar deformationerna blir s i  stora soin i detta fall. 
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